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Your business is all set to

skyrocket
with us.

One Qube
One Qube was designed with an eagle-eyed attention to the smallest of details. Its bell mouth transition
curve at entry & exit provides smooth ingress & egress to the property. This ensures systematic and
smooth vehicular movements while exiting the National Highway. Its external infrastructure was
redesigned for pedestrian movements. Moreover, its state-of-the-art security leaves zero room for error.

State-of-the-Art Entrance

Wooden Landscape Zone

The biggest companies today are searching for office spaces that make a statement. One Qube’s prominent
features are a testament to its commitment to providing unmatchable workspaces to its clientele.
• Marquee asset in CBD Gurugram totalling 0.55M sq.ft.
• Close proximity to the metro and NH8 highway
• Excellent last mile connectivity
• Distinctive and elegant indoor arrival experience
• Tech enabled/wellness addressed environment
• Unparalleled MEP (Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing)
• One acre of lush landscaping and breakout zones
• Specially curated biodiversity park

Welcoming Drop-off Pavilion

Prodigious Main Lobby

Expansive Terrace

Work-friendly Cafes

Spacious Basement Parking
One Qube shares its vision with the modern corporate world that emphasizes on cultivating a work-play

equilibrium. With its proposed amenities like Cafes and Food Court, Creche, Meditation Pavilion, Yoga Lawn,

Herb Garden, Landform Garden, Sports and Recreational Areas, it aims for a workspace that’s conducive not
just for productivity but also socialising and de-stressing.

Often, what swings the decision between retaining or losing great talent for companies is
the office connectivity. One Qube’s centrally located offices provide a seamless
connection to the rest of the city.
Adjacent to NH48, it can be easily reached via the Metro, the Delhi-Gurgaon Expressway or
via the Mehrauli - Gurgaon Road. It is a 17-minute drive from Golf Course Road.
A 15-minute drive via Sushant Lok. 12 minutes from IFFCO Metro Chowk and 15 minutes
from the IGI Airport. With Westin, The Oberoi, Trident and Cyber Hub within its 5-10 minute
radius, 5-star conferencing ad hotel facilities are never too far away.

Leadership talks

“Markets to Touch Pre-pandemic Levels Soon”
- Vijay Rajagopalan, Head of Leasing West and North, Nucleus Office Parks
“With Covid infection largely under control, businesses have found
themselves on the road to recovery. Employees are gradually
returning to the office. After all, offices are the most productive spaces
for any organisation. As a result, commercial real estate is witnessing
a shift of momentum.
With H1 witnessing close to 22 mil sq. ft. of absorption, fear of
Covid slowly waning and advanced hygienic measures being taken
across business parks, we see this market touching pre-pandemic
levels very soon.”

Industry

insights
Dynamic Office Spaces Post Pandemic
In our recent survey, we found that the office is an irreplaceable catalyst for face-to-face connection that

can’t be replicated online. This became abundantly clear when we asked what employees valued most in
the office after working remotely during COVID-19. Employees listed encounters with colleagues,

in-person meetings, and in-person collaboration as some of the top benefits of being in an office. Notably,
in-person work was a particular benefit associated with time in the office — and the inability to replicate
this effectively online was a pain point associated with working remotely.

Having said that, organizations are now re-evaluating business strategies — there’s a renewed focus on
developing modern workspaces that are employee-centric – more safe, agile, and flexible. While there’s

still much to explore how varied work environments will evolve amidst the current market landscape, one
thing is certain: It will not be business as usual. Instead, what’s needed is for businesses to adopt an

experience-centric approach to ‘usual’ operation practices. Along with office re-design, organizations must
embrace new technologies to enhance employee experience and enable long-term business success.
Here are 3 core focus areas to consider for creating experience-centric workplaces for employees:
Communication:

Communicating with employees is more critical now than ever before. A strong communication plan

should be put in place to highlight the steps being undertaken to ensure employee wellbeing at the workplace. Ongoing employee feedback will be critical; continually review and adopt best practices and new

ideas to demonstrate an active and ongoing commitment to a safe and healthy workplace environment. It

is essential to discuss likely return date(s), the number of employees returning on what days, and consider security and cleaning rosters to allow for high traffic hours before inviting employees back to work.

Well-being, hygiene, and efficiency of using the office space will continue to be the primary focus of the

communication strategy. Thinking short, mid, and long-term communication, an office or office park app is
a brilliant ‘one-stop shop' solution to push out content, as a resource of reference on new rules and regulations or setting-up polls to know where individuals are in the workplace or working from home.
Technology:

Technology is likely to complement, not replace, the need for the physical workplace. What we will notice

is rationalized floor space, that is better designed and better equipped to support hybrid workplace needs.
Enhanced technology, a focus on health and wellness, and workplace design that supports productivity

are just a few hallmarks of the enhanced workplace. Taking an example, contactless solutions were

regarded as a niche but not an essential feature pre-pandemic. Fast-forward to today, people have a

heightened awareness of everything they touch, especially in the workplace. Touchless environments with
simple features such as self-opening doors, contactless elevator buttons, and even voice-activated vending machines can provide tenants with the necessary proof and surety of health and safety. Similarly,

investing in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning to monitor social distancing norms will be at
the center of many companies. AI tools will help by flagging warnings in real-time when the expected
distance is not maintained and can also play an essential role in future re-opening strategies.
Emotional Health:

We’ve all felt the sense of loneliness that working from home brings and the desire to get back into the

workplace to reconnect, interact and collaborate. Alongside the daily communication and physical design
changes to support health, safety, and well-being, there’s always that ‘little bit extra’ that businesses can

do to make everyone feel welcomed and understood. Such initiatives could include a support group to

field any emotional health-related questions and continuing wellness activities like yoga, meditation, and
immunity-boosting masterclasses, among others.
Way Ahead:

The office space segment has witnessed a significant transition over the past few years. Not only did the

sector witness steady growth, it saw a smooth curve in the revival trajectory. The office space absorption
across India is expected to cross 40 million sq. ft. in 2022, as occupiers start to realign their business
strategies post the peak pandemic period.

Needless to say, ‘Offices are here to stay’. The office will continue to evolve as a catalyst for solidifying
corporate culture.
Janak Malkani

Executive Director

Advisory & Transactions Services, CBRE India
Mobile No: +91 9833221598
Janak.malkani@cbre.com

Feather in

Our Hat

Five Star Occupational
Health and Safety Audit
The British Safety Council
has awarded 5 stars to
our properties; One
International Center,

One World Center, One
BKC, EXORA Business Park
and Kosmo One.
This is the second year in
a row for excellence in health
and safety and we don’t
aim for this to be the last.

Impact of our

Green pact

Incentivising green structures and buildings with construction loans or mortgage finance are great ways
to encourage developers to build environment-friendly structures. In a recent development, the Climate
Bonds Institute issued Green Loan certificates to us. We have been certified on our Green Loan.
Here’s what Zalina Shamsudin, Head of ASEAN, Climate Bonds Initiative had to say -

“The Indian GSS debt market is gathering momentum, and issuances like these prove the country's

commitment to a sustainable future. We congratulate Nucleus Office Parks for this important step towards

developing regional green finance. We're looking forward to seeing more issuances coming from India and
other countries in the future.”

Curtain

raiser

A sneak peak into what could possibly be your workplace.

Fintech One

The recently completed food court at Fintech One is ready to host its first
occupants. Ideal for your team’s morning huddles, evening catch-ups
and everything in between. So, get ready to work in a cool workplace.
Fintech One is coming soon!

NOP

pioneers
The sign of a leader is the one who paves the way. Sets the precedent. Gets the ball rolling.
NOP recently had the pleasure of opening its doors to two industry pioneers. Big names

all set to make big waves.

DIAGEO India has set up shop at

One International Centre, Mumbai.

Delhivery India has decided to call Prima Bay, Mumbai its office in the west.

The NOP

calendar

When you make NOP your work address, you become a part of a tight-knit community of companies, strung
together by a series of outstanding events calendar. All centered around the goal of providing you with a
When
you make
your work address, you become a part of a tight-knit community of companies,
world-class
work NOP
environment.

strung together by a series of outstanding events calendar. All centered around the goal of providing

you with a world-class work environment.
Past
Crowdpullers

The Indoor Sports League at One BKC and Prima Bay.

A major draw for employees across both the Nucleus office parks. Our ISL games are the ideal way

for employees to network, unwind and bond.

The ISL Hall of Fame
One BKC:

Prima Bay:

Chess: Swiss Re, Credent Global, Trafigura

Foosball: ITD Cementation, L&T

Foosball: Dream11, Trafigura, Amazon

Carrom: ESPL, Cisco, Malco Amit

Table Tennis Singles: Dream11, NOP, ICICI
Table Tennis Doubles: Dream11,

Comm Vault System

Chess: Schneider Electric

Table Tennis Singles : L&T, Technip
Table Tennis Doubles: Technip
Carrom: Technip

75th Independence
Day celebrations

On this 75th Independence Day, we hoisted the Indian flag and pledged to provide India with a unique

and sustainable workspace. A place where the head will be held high and the mind will be without fear.
Where inclusiveness and diversity will be encouraged. Where unity and integrity will be upheld.

With a vision of a sustainable future and a clean and green India, we also lit up and decorated the
One Green Mile of Lower Parel. A promise to ourselves to develop, transform and walk the
path of sustainability.

Future

Crowdpullers

After One BKC and Prima Bay, we’re bringing our most sought after tournament to One International
Center and One World Center.

NOP’s Indoor Sports League. Unleashing the athlete in every employee!
One International Center - 13th and 14th September
One World Center - 15th and 16th September

